, what critics of Despair have missed, as Nabokov meant them to, is that Proust provides the narrative medium through which Nabokov asserts his mastery of Dostoevski. As his career developed, Nabokov's debt to Proust became clearer and is quite prominent in works such as The Gift, Lolita, Pale Fire, Ada, and especially Speak, Memory. In tracing the Nabokov-Proust connection, critics have rightly focused on these works. Harold Bloom, stopping just short of saying that Nabokov is a failed Proust, has suggested that for Nabokov, Proust is the one writer whom he could neither avoid nor overcome. Whether Bloom is right or not, Despair is a ripe work for examining this relationship not only because it has been overlooked, but because it is an important hinge work for understanding the shape that Nabokov's career would take. ' If one were to say with Bloom that Proust represents the precursor whom Nabokov could neither avoid nor topple, then one might argue that Nabokov consciously portrays this failure through Hermann's own repressed relationship with Proust.' Hermann's prose frequently alludes to Proust without the self-Parrish 447 consciousness that characterizes his Dostoevski references (perhaps this is why they have been overlooked). According to this line of reasoning, Nabokov could only invent a debased Proustian narrator as a kind of compensatory strategy for acknowledging Proust's superior artistry. Rather than unnecessarily demeaning Nabokov's achievement, I would argue that what Nabokov does in Despair is use Proust's example to dramatize his own mastery of the Dostoevskian aesthetic and moral dilemmas that were at the heart of Nabokov' characterizes his narrative as a "current of memory" and seeks the object that will "set going the engine of memory," that will piece together the bits of his past (137, 67) . As his narrative chafes against the remembered episodes he can neither summon nor shape, he cannot get past his early assertion that it is "dull work recounting all this. Bores me to death" (5). Hermann reveals his relation to his story and to Proust when he declares that "every man with a keen eye is familiar with those anonymously retold passages from his past life: false-innocent combinations of details, which smack revoltingly of plagiarism" (70 Proust's narrator achieves is the consequence of learning "to redescribe the people who had described him." For Rorty, Marcel's narrative authority is not so much the result of his superior ability to describe something or someone but his willingness to redescribe someone or something: Marcel never allows a single perspective to stand for the whole. His "authority," Rorty concludes, is the result of his ability "to relinquish the very idea of authority" (103 Raskolnikov moves "from premeditated murder to the promise of an achievement of some kind of harmony with the outer world" (109). What interests Nabokov as an artist, then, is the implied claim that Raskolnikov's acts of murder become acts of self-creation: that he is the artist of his redemption and that murder is the medium of his art. In Despair Nabokov identifies this equation and then coolly deconstructs it by having his artist-protagonist, Hermann, seek self-mastery through the aesthetic of murder. His act of murder is the aesthetic end to which his narrative tends.
Proust, by contrast, is the author whom Hermann unconsciously copies and as such is quite likely the author whom Nabokov would most like to equal or surpass. Of the four twentieth-century writers whom Nabokov identified as being truly exceptionalBely, Kafka, Proust, and Joyce-his aesthetic stance was closest to Proust's. Nabokov leaves it to the reader to make a connection that seems incongruous at best, and perverse at worst, since Hermann's narrative self-disintegration contrasts so sharply with the fully mature narrator that Marcel becomes by the end of Proust's sevenvolume work. Hermann's admission that "I am disguised so perfectly, as to be invisible to my own self" defines his narrative's relation to Proust perfectly (21). Marcel might be describing Hermann, though, when he says that for most "the past is hidden somewhere outside the realm, beyond the reach of the intellect, in some material object (in the sensation which that material object will give us) of which we have no inkling. And it depends on chance whether or not we come upon this object before we ourselves must die" (Remembrance 48-49).13 To recreate the past something other than the operation of memory must happen. As he remarks in his lectures, "there must be a combination of present sensation (especially taste, smell, touch, sound) with a recollection, a remembrance, of the sensuous past" (Lectures on Literature 249).
The aesthetic fusion of past and present that Proust' Hermann's failure to control either the past or present through language that dooms him to madness. Nabokov, unlike Hermann, is able "to witness with pleasure the supreme achievement of memory, which is the masterly use it makes of innate harmonies when gathering to its fold the suspended and wandering tonalities of the past" (170).
From this perspective, the salient fact about Hermann's relationship with his wife, Lydia, is his inability to create in his narratives a sense of time that will absorb both of them into its flow. Here Hermann is superimposing a description of the actual murder scene, in winter, onto his description of an earlier visit to the site in summer. Hermann's "memory" unconsciously invokes Proust but only to suggest that he writes as a murderer rather than as an artist since he cannot summon the creative will to control the scene as he desires. Presumably, were he following the prompting of his memory in a Proustian sense his writing would not be nonsense but the elucidation of some heretofore lost personal truth. According to the Proustian model, Hermann's narrative should lead inexorably to the moment where each of his past actions, along with the people he remembers, seems to settle in the precise sense of time his narrative creates. Nabokov somewhat coyly allows Hermann to understand his narrative to be building to the moment when his many near cross-outs will be erased as Hermann's story finally catches up to the promises he keeps making about it. According to the narrative plan Nabokov attributes to Hermann, this moment would coincide with his account of his successful murder and he would experience that "certain extraordinary, madly happy, all-solving moment which it was imperative I should attain; the moment of an artist's triumph; of pride, deliverance, bliss" (183).
Presumably Proust, Hermann sits in bed-the place where Proust also notoriously wrote-and stares "pop-eyed, at the page, at the line written by me-sorry, not by me-but by that singular associate of mine: memory" (203). In other words, Hermann surrenders his pretensions to artistry and becomes in effect an automaton. Appropriately, at this point Hermann's narrative collapses in on itself. The disintegration of narrative continuity and personal identity that Hermann's occasional authorial interruptions signaled now characterize the work as a whole. His novel degenerates first into journal-form, "the lowest form of literature," and then jumps genres altogether as the book closes with Hermann pretending to be a film director (208). The missing stick thereby becomes Hermann's anti-madeleine. Hermann's "associate," his memory, destroys the work and its author. He aptly chooses this moment to give his narrative its title: "Despair." The title perfectly conveys his failure to achieve the Proustian union of time, narrative, and self that Nabokov implies is the true narrative artist's ultimate aim.
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 28, Iss. 2 [2004] Listen, listen! Even if his corpse had passed for mine, all the same they would have found that stick and then caught me, thinking they were pinching him-there is the greatest disgrace! For my whole construction had been based upon just the impossibility of a blunder, and now it appeared a blunder there had beenand of the very grossest, drollest, tritest nature. (203) In a sense, the walking stick suggests that the dead man's name replaces Hermann's as the author of what was to be Hermann's work of art. One recalls the pen Felix borrowed from Hermann earlier and suspects that Felix's name has now been written on the scene of the crime that is Hermann's story. If Hermann has equated a successful murder with narrative artistry as a way of avoiding the unpleasant moral implications of his crime, then Nabokov obligates the reader to confront the fact that to murder as an artist means not to be an artist at all. In the first paragraph, which consists of sentences he might have written, Hermann says that "I should have compared the breaker of the law which makes such a fuss over a little spilled blood, with a poet or a stage performer" (3) . This view is the reductio ad absurdum to Raskolnikov's claim that the truly gifted man need not concern himself with the moral consequences of his acts. As we have seen, Hermann displays nothing but contempt for "that mystical trimming dear to that famous writer of Russian thrillers" (88), but when his narrative reaches its disappointing (to him) climax he can only unconsciously repeat the "Dusty" nonsense he pretends to loathe. By A representative instance of how Nabokov might ensnare the uncurious reader in his protagonist's sinister designs occurs when Hermann mails the letter to Felix that finalizes their rendezvous with murder. Instead of placing the letter in the mailbox himself, he asks a young girl, "a delicate little thing," to place it in the box for him (124). Why does he do this? Rather than committing the predictable gesture of a paranoiac who does not want to be seen by anyone dropping off the correspondence that he knows will lead to another's death, Hermann does it because he wants to implicate an innocent as part of his crime. "Oh, by the bye," he cheerfully notes, "that child, she will be very good-looking and probably happy, and she will never know in what an eerie business she had served as a go-between" (125). What he cannot do to
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